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Andersen® Intelligent Quote (iQ) Software Update  
 

July 22, 2019 
 
RELEASE: Version 19.1 
 
SUBJECT: Andersen® Intelligent Quote (iQ) Software Update 
 
EFFECTIVE:  Immediately 
 
Andersen iQ Software Electronic Download  
The Andersen iQ software is now available as an electronic download. We encourage all dealer users of 
the quote software to become a registered user of andersenaccess.com if you haven’t already done so.  
To access software updates and patch files: 

1. Login to https://www.andersenaccess.com with your user name and password.  
2. Navigate to the software download screen by selecting Quote, then Quote Software from the top 

tool bar. Click on the link for the desired software version or patch to start the download process. 
Note: Only users registered with the following roles will be able to see the link and access the 
software update download screen: owner, manager, AAM, dealer sales rep, purchasing agent, or 
Service Agent.  

Not registered for andersenaccess.com yet? Quickly register by following these steps: 
1. Navigate to https://www.andersenaccess.com and click on the Register for andersenaccess.com 

link. 
2. Follow the remaining steps while providing information such as dealer number, contact 

information, and role selection.  
3. A confirmation e-mail will be sent to you as well as your Andersen Access Manager (AAM). 

Once the AAM approves the request, a follow-up e-mail will be sent with additional information 
including your user name.   

   
Version 19.1 Overview 
Andersen® is pleased to bring you the latest release of the Andersen Intelligent Quote (iQ) software.  
Included in this release of the software are some exciting new product options that will make quoting 
Andersen easier and faster.   
 
 E-Series Product Additions – Additional products have been added to the E-Series catalog, 

including bay and bow units, radius patio doors, and an expanded replacement parts and accessory 
offering. 

 New MultiGlide™ Patio Door Sizes – New size capabilities for the Architectural MultiGlide patio 
door will allow you to fill a wide variety of openings. Expanded sizes include increased overall 
widths (up to 50’ for 2-direction doors) and smaller door heights (down to 3’ 11 1/2”).   

 Fiberglass Reinforced Joining System Expansion – The Andersen Easy Connect Joining System is 
expanding to include all 200, 400, and A-Series patio doors.  Available in 4 9/16” and 6 9/16” wall 
depths, this new reinforced product makes joining Andersen product easier than ever. 

 Blinds-between-the-Glass Patio Door Addition – Andersen is happy to announce the expansion of 
Blinds Between the Glass to 400 Series Frenchwood® Gliding and Hinged patio doors. This white 
blind will be available for select sizes in all exterior colors and white and pine interior colors. 
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 100 Series Enhanced Performance Windows – Several sizes of 100 Series windows will 
now be available with a PG50 performance upgrade option. 

 New Replacement Frame Option for 100 Series Windows – Andersen® is pleased to 
announce a new 100 Series window frame type specifically designed for replacement 
applications.  This new frame has a perimeter accessory groove designed to accept a variety 
of accessories for window—out, window-in replacement. 

 100 Series Reinforced Joining – With the introduction of our new reinforced joining 
system, you can now have window combinations factory joined up to our maximum shipping 
capacity (12’ X 8’ or 8’ X 12’). A new 12’ joining kit for field mulling is also available. 

 New SmoothControl+™ Closer for 10 Series Storm Doors – Andersen is pleased to introduce the 
SmoothControl+ close system which combines pneumatic and hydraulic technologies for 50% more 
strength than standard dual closers and a smoother closing motion and a more consistent latch. This 
new closer system is available on 10 Series Fullview (10FV and 10RS) storm doors.  

 
Detailed Software Changes 
With your assistance, we continue to identify and correct product knowledge and pricing issues in the iQ 
software. The following list details the corrections and/or enhancements included in this release. 
 
Quoting 
E-Series Products 
1. Adjusted pricing for several products within the E-Series catalog. The result is that some prices may 

decrease or increase due to errors discovered after the initial addition of E-Series products in the iQ 
software.  This does not represent an overall increase or decrease for E-Series products in total, but 
rather a stabilization of various individual line item pricing. When updating existing iQ software 
quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the corrected pricing structure will be applied. 

2. Added bay and bow combination units for casement windows. This will include standard and custom 
size units with 10, 30, and 45-degree angles. 

3. Added bay combination configurations for double-hung windows in standard and custom sizes in 30 
and 45-degree angles. 

4. Added replacement sash and glass to the Parts and Accessories section for French Casement and 
gliding windows.   

5. Added replacement sash and glass offerings for Stormwatch® double-hung, casement, and awning 
windows.  This option will appear in the Stormwatch E-Series section under Parts and Accessories. 

6. Added replacement frame components for E-Series double-hung, casement, awning, and gliding 
windows in the Parts and Accessories section.  

7. Added questions when quoting E-Series casement and awning full and full wood insect screens quoted 
in the Parts and Accessories section to account for System 3 blind or shade preparation.  Any existing 
quotes containing these replacement insect screens will red-line when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 
and require the user to answer the questions before continuing.  These questions will ensure the correct 
insect screen is manufactured. 

8. Removed ‘Custom’ as a color option for casement and awning full insect screens quoted with the unit 
or in the Parts and Accessories section.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 that contain this 
selection, the line item will red-line and a new color selection will be required. 

9. Added a new question when quoting casement System 3 glass panels only in the Parts and Accessories 
section asking if the panel needs to be prepped for a shade or blind.  This is necessary to ensure the 
correct panel is manufactured.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any lines containing 
replacement glass panels only will red-line and the user will be required to answer the question.  
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10. Added the Hinge Style question when quoting casement System 3 blinds or shades in the Parts and 
Accessories path.  When updating the iQ software from v19.0 to v19.1, any line containing this item 
will red-line and the user will be required to select a hinge type. 

11. Updated the size rules for casement units with a piano hinge. 
12. Added the venting / handing question for casement retractable insect screens quoted in the Parts and 

Accessories section.  Any quotes containing this style of insect screen will red-line during the update 
process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and a handing selection will be required. 

13. Added the Venting / Handing question for gliding window insect screens quoted in the Parts and 
Accessories path.  If the insect screens on the quote are for a gliding XO/OX window the software will 
red-line the item and have the user make a handing selection when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1.  If 
the insect screen is for a gliding XOX unit, the software will select the appropriate handing option and 
no user intervention will be required. 

14. Added 2604 as a color performance option for gliding window insect screens in clay canyon color.  
The only answer available in iQ v19.0 is 2604.  When updating units from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 if the 
exterior frame performance color is clay canyon 2604 the software will map the insect screen color to 
match.  For line items in the Parts and Accessories path they will red-line and the user will need to 
choose either 2604 or 2605. 

15. Added the Hinge Style question for casement grilles quoted in the Parts and Accessories path.  When 
updating quotes containing casement grilles, the items will red-line and a hinge style will need to be 
selected if there is more than one hinge option.  Because the daylight opening for grille spacing is 
affected by the hinge type, the Grille Bar Width question will also need to be answered. 

16. Corrected the minimum overall jamb depth allowed for kerfed interior extension jambs for casement, 
awning, and specialty shape windows.  Kerfed jambs must be 3 5/8” or wider and the software was 
allowing dimensions less than that.  During the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any items that 
meet these criteria will have the Kerfed Extension Jamb answer change from Yes to No as the only 
answer. 

17. Changed the answers to the Glazing Style question for casement and awning picture and transom 
windows from Direct Set and Sash Set to Direct Set (1 Piece) and Sash Set (2 Pieces).  The new 
answers will auto-answer when updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

18. Removed triple pane as a glass construction type for casement picture and transom windows that are 
direct set.  When updating quotes containing this selection from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the item will red-
line and a new glass construction selection will be required. 

19. Added annealed glass treatment as an option for equal and unequal leg arch casement windows with 
Stormwatch protection. 

20. Removed the Grille Alignment question for casement and awning windows with a colonial pattern 
grille.  This question is only required for custom pattern grilles. 

21. Added the Lock Hardware Color / Finish question to French Casement windows quoted with no 
hardware.  Even though there will not be a handle with the unit, there will be locks on the unit and the 
color / finish selection is required.  Units with no hardware selected will red-line during the update 
process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and a lock color selection will be required. 

22. Updated extension jamb requirements and added a message informing the user that extension jambs 
are required for a French Casement window and removed None as an answer in Composite Properties.  
The extension jamb message will appear when the user selects an answer of None at the Extension 
Jamb Type question for individual units.  When updating quotes with French Casement windows 
without an extension jamb from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the item will red-line and ask for an extension jamb 
type to be selected.  None can be a valid answer at the individual unit level if the unit is part of a joined 
configuration.  
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23. Removed the Glass / Grille Spacer Color question when quoting double-hung replacement sash with 
monolithic glass. 

24. Added the ability to quote an insect screen for a double-hung replacement sash kit in the Parts and 
Accessories section. 

25. Removed Verilock® security sensor as an option for window units less than 16 ½” in width.  During 
the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 any line items that meet this condition will red-line and a 
new answer selection will be required. 

26. Expanded the sizes allowed when quoting Specialty windows in a trapezoid shape. 
27. Revised the allowable dimensions when quoting System 3 blinds or shades in a rectangular shape 

Specialty window in the unit and Parts and Accessories paths.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to 
19.1 that contain units with System 3 blinds and shades and are outside of the new size constraints, the 
software will automatically select No as an answer and remove the System 3 option from the quote. 

28. Removed radius drip cap when quoting Specialty windows in an extended gothic shape.  During the 
update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the software will automatically change the Radius Drip Cap 
question from Yes to No and remove the drip cap from the quote. 

29. Updated the TruScene® insect screen size constraints for double-hung and gliding windows.  The 
software was allowing this selection on windows that were too large.  During the update process from 
iQ v19.0 to v19.1 any line items meeting these constraints will red-line and a new insect screen 
selection will be required. 

30. Added sill type and color / finish questions and answers when quoting gliding and hinged patio door 
replacement panels and glass. When updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 any quotes containing these 
items will red-line and a selection will be required. 

31. Removed vintage manufacturing dates for inswing, outswing, and push out casement panels and sash.  
Quotes containing these products will map to the current vintage when updated from iQ v19.0 to 
v19.1. 

32. Corrected the price being calculated when auxiliary foot locks were quoted on a 4-panel gliding patio 
door.  The quantity being quoted was two, but the software was only adding a price for one.  During 
the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the correct pricing will be applied. 

33. Corrected the rules for gliding patio doors with blinds between the glass to display the correct Blind 
Operation answers based on the size of the panel.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the 
correct answers will be available.  The software will change the operation answer if the new answer is 
a single answer or if the previous answer still exists that answer will remain.  In some instances, Clear 
w/Blinds will no longer be an available glass option and in those cases the software will red-line the 
item and a new glass selection will be required. 

34. Added the ability for a trapezoid or transom window to be joined over an inswing or outswing patio 
door. 

35. Added the Sill Color / Finish question when quoting replacement panels or glass for hinged inswing 
and hinged outswing patio doors.  Any quotes containing these items with a sill selection other than No 
Sill will red-line during the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and a color will need to be selected. 

36. Added the Sill Type and Sill Color / Finish questions when quoting replacement panels or glass for a 
gliding patio door. Any quotes containing these items with a sill selection other than No Sill will red-
line during the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and a color will need to be selected. 

37. Added the ability to join hinged inswing or hinged outswing venting sidelights to hinged inswing or 
hinged outswing patio doors. 

38. Added Stationary as a venting option for hinged outswing patio doors with a sill type of On-Floor Low 
Threshold. 

39. Added System 3 blind and shade offerings in the Parts and Accessories path for hinged inswing and 
hinged outswing patio doors. 
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40. Changed panic system question names for the hinged outswing commercial door. Panic System Closer 
is now Panic System Hardware; Panic System Closer Finish is now Panic System Hardware Color / 
Finish; removed Panic System Push Bar and Trim Set Finish questions.  Any existing answers will 
map appropriately when updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1.   

41. Removed Exterior Trim Installation Flange as an answer when quoting a 4-panel gliding patio door.  
When updating quotes containing this combination from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 the line will red-line and a 
new Frame Option will need to be selected. 

42. Corrected the cord location for patio doors with blinds between the glass.  When updating quotes 
containing this product from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, if a change is required the software will auto-assign the 
correct location if there is only one answer, but if there are multiple answers the user will be asked to 
make a new selection. 

43. Added a question for hardware preparation if no hardware is selected when quoting a hinged inswing 
or hinged outswing patio door.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any lines containing 
hinged doors with no hardware will red-line and the Hardware Preparation question will need to be 
answered.   

44. Removed all insect screen options but top hung gliding for hinged inswing patio doors in a SAL, SAR, 
ASL, or ASR handing configuration.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 the software will 
automatically assign a top hung insect screen if insect screens were quoted. 

45. Corrected the part number for gliding patio door keyed locks in Anvers®, Newbury® and Whitmore® 
satin nickel.  During the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 the correct part number will be 
assigned. 

46. Removed retractable insect screen as an option for hinged outswing patio doors with an on-floor low 
threshold sill.  Outswing hinged doors containing this insect screen and sill combination will have the 
insect screen removed during the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

47. Removed None as a hardware option for hinged outswing patio door venting sidelights.  Folding 
hardware is required with these doors.  If None is selected in existing quotes, the answer will update to 
Folding when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

48. Reduced the overall custom width allowed for 4-panel gliding patio doors from 16’ 0” to 15’ 11 ¼”.  
Any quotes containing a door with an overall width greater than 15’ 11 ¼” will red-line and a new 
width selection will be required. 

49. Added a message when selecting an interior stain color in honey, cinnamon, russet, mocha, and 
espresso that these colors will align with all Andersen® products with the same interior colors.  If one 
of these colors is needed to match an existing E-Series window or patio door, the user should contact 
Andersen to ensure the stain will match. 

50. Removed alder and walnut as extension jamb species options when the overall length required exceeds 
10 feet. 

51. Corrected the lead time for units and accessories where necessary. 
52. Added the Glass / Grille Spacer Color question when quoting items with Decorelle 100 or Decorelle 

150 art glass.  During the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any line items with this art glass 
option will red-line and a spacer color will need to be selected. 

53. Removed Custom as an answer for the anodized color group when quoting a double-hung insect screen 
in the parts and accessories section.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any line item that 
has this selection will red-line and a standard anodized color selection will be required. 

54. Added custom as a color answer when quoting units or parts and accessories where painted maple is 
available. In iQ v19.0 the only maple painted options were anodized silver, dark bronze, and black.  No 
user intervention is required when updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 
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55. Updated the grille requirements for triple pane glass options.  Depending on the glass selections, some 
grille types will no longer be allowed and will red-line during the update process from iQ v19.0 to 
v19.1. 

56. Removed dark bronze and white as a two-tone Finelight™ Grilles-Between-the-Glass color option.  
Any quotes containing this grille color option will red-line when updated from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and 
the user will be asked to select an exterior grille color.  If the user selects dark bronze as the exterior 
color, the interior grille color will automatically be set to dark bronze.  If a white interior grille is the 
desired color, then the user should select sierra bronze as the exterior grille color. 

57. Changed the interior color of two-tone Finelight Grilles-Between-the-Glass from white to colony 
white.  During the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 the new color will be selected. 

58. Updated several NFRC performance information to align with the current product values.  
59. Added ** to reports to denote when an item requires a customer drawing. 
60. Added None as an answer to the Exterior Trim Sill Nose question when quoting 3 ½” Flat / 5 ½” Flat 

Head exterior trim for windows. 
 
Architectural Products 
1. Removed Milan as a handle style for Architectural Liftslide patio doors.  During the update process 

from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any quotes containing this handle style will auto-select the style as Oslo.  If the 
selected handle finish was something other than rustic umber or bright white, the item will red-line and 
a new handle finish will need to be selected. 

2. Added new overall width and height capabilities for MultiGlide™ patio doors.  
3. Corrected the base sill depth value for MultiGlide patio doors when changing frame configurations.  

The software was holding the old value but will now update to the correct value when editing. 
4. Corrected the issue on Architectural casement windows where the software was allowing the user to 

enter a grille light pattern in the XwYh pattern format when the question being asked refers to the 
number of rectangular lights high.  The system will now only allow a single numeric value.  When 
updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any lines containing grilles entered in the pattern format will 
red-line and a new value entry will be required. 

5. Corrected the issue where the software was allowing multi-wide Architectural Specialty Windows 
(ASW) rectangle windows to be built where the individual units within the combination exceeded the 
width / height rule (both cannot exceed 84 ¾”).  During the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any 
line items containing these unites will red-line and new height or width dimensions will be requited. 

6. Added a message when quoting ASW units with interior drywall return bead that the color will match 
the interior color of the window unit. 

7. Removed window opening control device as an option for Architectural French Casement windows as 
the opening is not large enough to apply the device.  During the update process from iQ v19.1 to v19.0, 
any lines containing this product will change the answer to the Window Opening Control Device 
question to No.  

 
A-Series Products 
1. Added the Easy Connect Joining System 3/4” fiberglass reinforced joining material for A-Series patio 

doors. 
2. Removed 96” and 120” as extension jamb lengths in the Patio Door Accessories section.  The parts 

have been discontinued and will map to the 144” length when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 
3. Removed 36” and 96” unfinished pine long length stools from the Parts Search section as these parts 

have been discontinued and will map to the 144” length when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 
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4. Added part numbers for 144” Frenchwood® hinged inswing 7 1/” (for 6 9/16” frame depth) extension 
jambs in vertical grain douglas fir, mahogany, and cherry.  The part numbers will be assigned to 
existing items when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

 
400 Series Products 
1. Added blinds-between-the-glass for 400 Series Frenchwood hinged and gliding patio doors in all 

exterior colors with pine and white interiors. This offering will be available in limited sizes. 
2. Added pre-finished white as an interior color for 400 Series Frenchwood gliding patio doors with a 

Terratone, white or sandtone exterior.   
3. Corrected several load factor values for configured windows, patio doors, and accessories. 
4. Corrected the grille bar size being assigned when quoting a custom sized 400 Series casement or 

awning picture unit with removeable interior grilles with a horizontal or vertical pattern only.  The 
software was assigning the next larger standard size instead of the custom length.  When updating 
quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 the correct grille bar size will display. 

5. Added the part numbers for awning white long length extension jambs quoted in the replacement parts 
section that were not assigning a part number.  When updating quotes containing this product from iQ 
v19.0 to v19.1, the correct part number will be added. 

6. Corrected the part numbers being assigned for long length extension jambs in 5 1/4” and 7 1/8” widths 
in dark bronze and black.  Lines containing these items will have the correct part number applied when 
updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

7. Assigned part numbers to double-hung picture (DHP) trim kits in dark bronze and black colors in the 
unit configuration path.  The correct part numbers will be applied when updating quotes from iQ v19.0 
to v19.1. 

8. Updated load factor values for tilt-wash double-hung removable interior grilles.  The new values will 
be assigned to existing grilles during the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

9. Corrected the part number for tilt-wash double-hung black High Performance™ 5/8” upper check or 
bottom rail glazing bead quoted in the replacement parts section.  The correct part number will be 
assigned when updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

10. Corrected the part number for frameworks casement combination unit displays in sandtone and black 
exteriors.  The numbers being assigned were reversed and the correct number will be applied when 
updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

11. Added part numbers for tilt-wash double-hung frame side stops quoted in the replacement parts path 
for unit manufactured August 22, 2017 to present.  Projects containing these stops will have the part 
number applied when updating from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

12. Updated the sash weatherstrip offering for 400 Series casement and awning windows in the 
Replacement Parts path.  New casement and awning windows will be converting to the 1 piece 
weatherstrip currently used on Stormwatch® products.  The previous 4-piece weatherstrip will continue 
to be available but will be discontinued at some point in the future. 

13. Corrected the part number issue for 28 width awning removable interior grilles in a Prairie A pattern 
quoted in the Replacement Part path.  The software was assigning a part number for a colonial pattern 
grille when there should not be a part number for this pattern.  During the update process from iQ 
v19.0 to v19.1 the part number will be removed and pricing will be adjusted to the correct price. 

14. Added the Easy Connect Joining System 3/4” fiberglass reinforced joining material for 400 Series 
Frenchwood patio doors. 

 
200 Series Products 
1. Added the panel handing to custom size Perma-Shield® double-wide patio doors.  When updating from 

iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the correct handing will be assigned. 
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2. Corrected the minimum frame width allowed for Perma-Shield® single and double-wide patio doors.  
Line items containing patio doors narrower than the minimum requirement will red-line during the 
update from iQ v19.0 to v19.1 and for single-wide units will require a new dimension to be entered. 
Double-wide units less than the minimum width will require the line item to be deleted and re-entered 
with new dimensions. 

3. Corrected several load factor values for configured windows, patio doors, and accessories. 
4. Added the Easy Connect Joining System 3/4” fiberglass reinforced joining material for 200 Series 

patio doors. 
 
100 Series Products 
1. Added new reinforced joining material and 2-directional mull capabilities for factory-joined 100 Series 

windows. Joining kits in 12’ lengths will be available for field mull applications. When updating 
existing quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, no lines will red-line, however for the new reinforced joining 
material to display you will need to pull the units in the combination apart and re-snap them to update 
the joining options. 

2. Added new window offerings that will achieve a PG 50 performance rating.  A new ‘Enhanced 
Performance’ question has been added to the question/answer list.  When the answer to this question is 
yes, the available size grid may be restricted and sizes that will not meet a PG 50 rating will not be 
displayed. 

3. Added an insert window option for 100 Series windows.  At the Frame Option question there will be a 
new answer of ‘No Flange w/Exterior Accessory Kerf (Insert)’ that can be selected.  The user will have 
the option to select frame extender trim options to assist with the installation of the window. 

4. Added new installation screws for 100 Series windows.  Previously there was one installation screw 
that was used for all windows.  There will now be different installation screw packages for single-
hung/gliding windows and casement/awning and fixed windows with the necessary quantity to install a 
window unit.  When updating quotes from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, any lines containing the previous 
installation screws will red-line and a new selection will be required. 

5. Corrected the rules to allow a 100 Series double-wide transom to be joined over an awning window in 
the awning path.  When updating quotes containing this combination from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the line 
will not red-line but the units will need to be re-snapped in the Schematic Configurator for the joining 
material to be added and the combination to be valid. 

 
Mulling 
1. Corrected the inside casing being used when joining an ASW window unit to a 400 Series casement or 

awning window with pine interiors.  The software was using a 2 5/8” inside casing and the correct size 
is a 2 3/8” inside casing.  The correct casing will be applied when quotes are updated from iQ v19.0 to 
v19.1. 

2. Corrected the rules to allow a 100 Series double-wide transom to be joined over an awning window in 
the awning path.  When updating quotes containing this combination from iQ v19.0 to v19.1, the line 
will not red-line but the units will need to be re-snapped in the Schematic Configurator for the joining 
material to be added and the combination to be valid. 
 

Andersen Storm Doors 
1. Added the SmoothControl+™ close system to select 8 and 10 Series Fullview storm doors. The 

SmoothControl+ close system combines pneumatic and hydraulic technologies for 50% more strength 
than standard dual closers with a smoother closing motion and a more consistent latch.  This offering 
will replace the existing dual pneumatic closers.  
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2. Added the new 10 Series Fullview Retractable Screen (10RS) storm door.  The 10RS is available in 
eight colors and features a convenient one hand retractable insect screen for on-demand ventilation.  
This storm door will also feature the new SmoothControl+ close system. 

3. Added the upgraded 10 Series Fullview Interchangeable (10FV) storm door.  The 10FV features the 
patented Quick Change System which allows you to change from insect screen to full glass panel in 
less than a minute with the simple flip of the handle, as well as the SmoothControl+ close system. 

4. Added the improved 8 Series Fullview Retractable Insect Screen (8RS) storm door in custom sizes up 
to 38 ½” X 84” and dual pneumatic closers for added durability.  The dual pneumatic closers will 
replace the existing single pneumatic closer.  

5. Added two new Modern handle finishes – Brushed French Gold and Venetian Bronze. Modern handles 
are compatible with 10 Series and 8 Series Fullview Interchangeable and Fullview Retractable Screen 
storm doors. 

6. Corrected the rough opening width range for LuminAire double storm doors from 67 7/8” to 72 3/8” to 
the correct value of 68 to 72”.  Quotes containing this product will have the correct value assigned 
during the update process from iQ v19.0 to v19.1. 

7. Corrected the part numbers being assigned for single closer kits in Cinnamon Toast and Terratone 
colors.  New part numbers will be reflected when updating quotes containing these items from iQ 
v19.0 to v19.1. 

 
Miscellaneous Changes 
1. Added high altitude breather tube discrepancies to the Project Review functionality. 
 
XML / Integration 
Additional data has been added to the Andersen Detailed .xml format.  If you have a software integration 
that uses either of these .xml file formats, contact the iQ software help line at 888-772-7796 for a list of the 
detailed changes to these files in this release of the iQ software. 
 
Known Issues 
The following issues have been identified and will be addressed in future updates to the iQ software: 
 
Reporting  
1. The dimensional values used on the Unit Spec Report may not be accurate.  Note: Dimensional 

values for Flexiframe® and custom arch windows are accurate if built through the Edit Shape 
window.  If the unit is built in the Schematic Configurator and joined to any other product, the 
dimensions will not be accurate. 

 
Quoting 
1. The horizontal grille bars for Perma-Shield® awning picture windows will not align with the horizontal 

grille bars for Perma-Shield casement or casement picture windows. 
2. The vertical grille bars in a Perma-Shield awning window with a Prairie A grille pattern will not align 

to the vertical bars in a Perma-Shield casement window when the awning unit is joined to the casement 
unit.  The grilles in the awning window require special alignment.  Please contact the Andersen® 
supplier for assistance in aligning these grille patterns. 

3. When you quote a custom size Perma-Shield casement bay or bow unit and then change the ‘Size 
Specification’ question to standard sizes, the software will not allow you to select a standard size 
combination.  You will need to clear the line item firm, then re-enter it using the standard size 
selection. 
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4. When updating quotes to new versions with line items that contain 400 Series Woodwright® Double-
Hung mulled combinations with factory applied head and side extension jambs, the software does not 
retain the answer to the Perimeter Extension Jamb Configuration question, so the extension jambs no 
longer appear on the quote. The user will need to re-answer the question in the Composite Properties 
section. 

5. Dealer displays should be quoted on their own projects and not combined with other non-display 
window, patio door, or storm door products. If dealer display items are combined on the same project 
with other non-display Andersen product, the submit process will fail and notify the user display items 
need to be separated to their own project.  

 
Pricing 
1. When quoting a multi-wide Flexiframe® unit combination with factory applied extension jambs, the 

price of the extension jambs is not rolling into the total price on the detailed .XML file. 
 
Flexiframe / Arch Units and Combinations 
1. Rough opening dimensions need to factor the angle for units such as a trapezoid into calculations to 

be accurate.  The software will only calculate rough opening dimensions for the overall width and 
height of the unit. 

2. When quoting long length extension jambs down the Window Accessories / Flexiframe Windows 
path, the software is populating the incorrect price for all jambs except clear pine.   
 

Joining - Schematic Configurator 
1. When joining Flexiframe and custom arch window combinations to other combinations, the 

Schematic Configurator views the Flexiframe or custom arch window combination as a single unit 
making it a T-join.  This will be treated as a non-factory join, even though it can be joined at the 
factory.  The mull priority should be set to horizontal to make sure the correct parts and pricing are 
calculated.  

2. The unit code when joining Perma-Shield® casement and awning windows that do not align exactly 
may be incorrect when joined in a transom configuration, depending upon which unit is created first.  
If the individual dimensions of the units you are joining do not align exactly, the first unit created will 
be listed as the transom unit and the second as the lower unit, even if the actual units are stacked 
differently.  If the units in the combination have the exact same width size, this is not an issue. 

3. If you select perimeter extension jambs for a joined combination and then add a Circle Top™ unit to 
that combination, the perimeter jambs will be removed from the entire combination.  Perimeter jambs 
for joined combinations containing a unit with a radius are not available in the iQ software.   

4. When joining a Circle Top window over a 400 Series Tilt-Wash Double-Hung window in a TW28-2 
or TW30-2 width with LVL reinforced material, the software is failing this join because the overall 
width of the tilt-wash twin units exceeds the overall width of the Circle Top window by more than 
3/8”.  Engineering has approved this join as valid even though it exceeds our normal joining 
guidelines and can be quoted through your Andersen® supplier to obtain the correct joining materials. 

5. If you join Frenchwood® patio doors that exceed 10’ in a horizontal direction, the software will 
display a warning message telling you that the join length exceeds the length of our LVL join material 
and that no material will be applied to the quote.  The mull will remain a blue line valid mull, even 
though no material is being applied to the quote. 

 
Known Issues will be periodically updated on the iQ software web site at www.andersenwindows.com/iq. 
If you have any questions or comments, please contact the iQ software help line at 888-772-7796. 
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